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Casey Roth  
Dionysiac Art and Pastoral Escapism 
The pastoral lifestyle was appealing to many people in the Hellenistic and Roman world, 
as it provided an escape from the stresses of the city.1 This longing to flee the materialistic urban 
centers was reflected in art and literature, in which Dionysiac figures, such as satyrs or even 
herdsmen, were represented and described in this idealized environment and provided viewers 
with a sense of being carefree. Dionysiac elements in art and literature represented this escape 
from the chaotic city, overcoming boundaries to allow one to welcome a utopia.2  Not only were 
boundaries overcome in both a worldly and geographic sense, but also identity was challenged. 
As a result of escaping the city through pastoralism, one could abandon their identity as a 
civilian for an existence defined by pastoral bliss.3   
Pastoralism was associated with an idyllic landscape and can act as an escape from 
reality. Virgil’s pastoral views, reflecting similar sentiments to Dionysiac art, was a way of 
facing and escaping the chaotic world. He was aware of the evils of the city but chose to describe 
the natural world through an escapist lens: “… the citadel that she has founded, let Pallas 
herself inhabit; to us may forests above all give pleasure”.4 Thus, Virgil viewed the pastoral as an 
essential part of human pleasure and something that should be preserved as the city continues to 
develop. This pastoral view was reflected by Virgil's most important adaptation of Theocritus, 
his use of Idyll 1, which was the pastoral elegy for Daphnis: “For Daphnis, cut off by a cruel 
death, the Nymphs wept—you hazels and rivers bear witness to the Nymphs—when, clasping 
 
1 Alpers 1972, 354. 
2 Witke 1966, 20. 
3 Von Stackelberg 2014, 398. 
4 Ecl. 2.61–62 
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her son’s piteous corpse, his mother cried out on the cruelty of both gods and stars”.5  It is 
important to note that Theocritus of Syracuse was a Hellenistic poet who originated pastoral 
poetry, the writing which was the source of Virgil’s Eclogues.6 The second half of the lament 
consisted of Daphnis dying as a result of a puzzling and fateful love. As Daphnis was lying 
down, all of the living things of the pastoral world congregated to him in sympathy: “On those 
days, Daphnis, none drove the pastured kine to the cool streams; no four-footed beast tasted the 
brook or touched a blade of grass. Daphnis, the wild mountains and woods tell us that even 
African lions moaned over your death”.7  Daphnis accepted his fate, not denying his love despite 
the pleadings of Priapus and Venus to disregard the feelings.8 As a result, he met his end 
declaring his connection to the pastoral world.9  This added another dimension to the view of 
pastoral as simply innocent idealism. Rather, the concept of the pastoral could be thought of as a 
method of transferring and analyzing ideas about escapism. As such, Virgil pushed pastoral 
songs to a point that included issues of great importance and distressing events in a way that 
allowed readers to find meaning in pastoral characters in addition to connecting the 
contemporary world to the pastoral world of Virgil.10  
The pastoral, in both art and literature, provided a genre in which people could 
demonstrate their sophistication. These pastoral worlds served human purposes and gave 
pleasures that had a mature justification. Rather than viewing pastoralism as simply whimsical, it 
had another dimension of being more serious, as Virgil did not deny the evils of the world but 
directly questioned the viability of the pastoral experience in the Roman political world. Through 
 
5 Virgil. Ecl. 5.20-27, esp. 5.20-23 
6 Clausen 1982, 301. 
7 Virgil. Ecl. 5.20-27, esp. Ecl. 5.23-27 
8 Virgil. Ecl. 7.33-63. 
9 Alpers 1972, 359. 
10 Alpers 1972, 355. 
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the use of ordinary humans in emotionally stressful predicaments, the idea of a pastoral utopia 
was presented as a method of emotional ease. Human suffering contrasting with utopic settings 
was present in works by Virgil, creating a conflict that was to be resolved in the pastoral world. 
For example, the idea that passionate love destroyed the pastoral experience could be resolved 
through songs.11 This is demonstrated in the eighth eclogue in Virgil’s Eclogues as the two songs 
that compose the eclogue are about the passions that destroy the pastoral experience, yet are 
performed by shepherds and all nature stops to listen: “The pastoral Muse of Damon and 
Alphesiboeus, at whose rivalry the heifer marveled and forgot to graze, at whose song lynxes 
stood spellbound, and rivers were changed and stayed their current—the Muse of Damon and 
Alphesiboeus I will sing”.12 This song, acting as a dramatic lament, also was a method to control 
passion, releasing miseries and emphasizing dreams of rustic bliss.13 Through recognizing one’s 
unhappiness and acknowledging its relation to themselves and the pastoral life, one was able to 
overcome hardships and transition into the pastoral, a home for the human spirit.14 
A pastoral life allowed a person to withdraw from the corrupt world of the city and 
escape its stresses. The city was described as a necessary evil, a place in which life got 
progressively worse. In fact, Ovid wrote that the end of the Golden Age occurred when man 
made prototypes of cities (shelter).15 As a result, all morally corrupting traits developed in man, 
like greed, as indicated by Ovid when describing these characteristics: “…modesty and faith and 
truth took flight, and in their stead deceits and snares and frauds and violence and wicked love of 
gain, succeeded”.16 Additionally, labor in the city was no longer about sustaining life, rather it 
 
11 Alpers 1972, 358.  
12 Ecl. 8.1-6 
13 Alpers 1972, 358. 
14 Farrell 2003, 392. 
15 Ov. Meta. 1.122-24. 
16 Ov. Meta. 1.125-50 esp. Meta. 1.129-31 
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went beyond this to fulfil rapacity. This mentality was reflected in pastoralism because the city 
was viewed as a place that brought out the worst parts of man while the pastoral setting drew 
attention to the natural world as a place where the pursuits of humanity, such as art and poetry, 
were free to flourish and were not hindered by the evils of the city.17 According to Hesiod, 
though, the worsening world could be brought back to a more pure state through certain 
actions.18 This ideology was reflected by Hesiod in his Works and Days, which was framed both 
as a farmer’s almanac and as an attempt to teach about the nature of human labor using 
mythology and proverbs. Honest and hard work was necessary and would result in being 
rewarded by the gods, such as those who engaged in an agrarian life, while those who engaged in 
violence and cruelty would be punished, “Neither famine nor disaster ever haunt men who do 
true justice; but light-heartedly they tend the fields which are all their care. The earth bears them 
victual in plenty, and on the mountains the oak bears acorns upon the top and bees in the 
midst”.19 Hesiod explains that those who engaged in justice and good conduct, living a simple 
pastoral life and tending the fields, would prosper and be rewarded with food from crops and 
sheep with plentiful fleece.20 Thus, returning to a pastoral lifestyle allowed one to leave the 
corrupting world of the city and live a life of simplicity, alleviating misery. This reflected the 
broader idea of people seeking out ways to connect to the pastoral world, such as poetry, to 
escape the stresses and corruption of the city. 
Horace integrated Rome and the Sabine farm into his poems, drawing upon the idea of 
pastoralism. Those who read his poems could interpret the Sabine property as an escape from 
their life and as symbolic of aesthetic freedom. This pastoral landscape was free of political, 
 
17 Giesecke 2007, 93. 
18 Witke 1966, 20. 
19 Hesiod Works and Days. 6.227-30 
20  Hesiod Works and Days. 6.225-6.37. 
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social, and economic stresses faced in the city; a utopia that stressed a simple lifestyle. Horace 
thus drew upon ideals of a simple and self-sufficient life at the farm that was ultimately 
unpolluted by the evils of the city.21 For example, Horace references a pastoral retreat, “A spring, 
too, fit to give its name to a river, so that not cooler nor purer is Hebrus winding through Thrace, 
flows with healing for sickly heads and sickly stomachs. This retreat, so sweet—yes, believe me, 
so bewitching—keeps me, my friend, in sound health in September’s heat”.22 Horace found the 
natural landscape to have a healing effect on him, helping him break free from a world of 
impurity. The farm reflected this escapist mentality, allowing readers to travel to the private 
world of Epicurean and pastoral pleasures. In a way, readers sought to abandon their old identity 
defined by politics and stresses of the city and adopted a new identity defined by simplicity and 
idealism. In addition to symbolizing an escape from the Roman political world, the pastoral 
world represented aesthetic freedom, especially inspiring Horace’s poetic creativity. Another 
important meaning for the pastoral landscape presented by Horace was a method of arranging the 
poet’s aristocratic standing and social relationships.  
Horace’s pastoral poems have been read as a biographical source for his relationship with 
his patron, as the Sabine villa was Maecenas’ gift to Horace. Horace’s poems demonstrated the 
economy of patronage through the farm.23 A reading by Phebe Lowell Bowditch states that the 
value of the farm was based on otium, meaning leisure. Through this leisure, one could produce 
poems and acted as patronal benefaction—an exchange of estate for poems.24 This idea of artistic 
freedom, enhanced through the environment of the pastoral, freed one’s mind from the 
constraints of the stresses of the city. Although Horace was essentially writing in exchange for an 
 
21 Dang 2010, 102. 
22 Ep. 1.16.12-16 
23 Bowditch 2001, 58. 
24 Dang 2010, 103. 
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estate, this writer was not controlled by the patron and was provided with the temporal and 
creative space to express his individual thought. Horace was able to turn the gift of the munus 
(farm) into a pastoral locus amoenus. Meaning, the idealistic pastoral place, or locus amoenus, 
was found where people welcomed natural resources, rather than vain amenities of the city, 
abandoning their identity as a city dweller for an identity defined by pastoralism.25 As a result of 
this transformation of a material gift to an aestheticized poetic landscape, the poet was able to 
align himself with the aristocratic elite because of his admiration for the aesthetic and 
philosophical otium.26 Although economic activity was not completely rejected in this leisure 
estate, the primary production in the economy of Horace’s world was philosophical and poetic 
discussion.27 He rejected the actual economic stresses of the city through residing in this pastoral 
landscape, producing work of artistic value and defined physical labor as play. Thus, Horace was 
able to differ from the actual economy of Rome through utilizing a currency of philosophical and 
poetic discussion, escaping the evils of the city. Horace described a pastoral landscape, “There 
are hills, quite unbroken, were they not cleft by one shady valley, yet such that the rising sun 
looks on its right side, and when departing in his flying car warms the left. The climate would 
win your praise”.28  The scenery was idealized in its natural beauty, tranquility seclusion, and 
simplicity.29 R. F. Thomas has argued Horace included Utopian elements of the Golden Age that 
further emphasized health and fertility to show the Sabine farm as an ideal environment, 
removed from the obligations of the city.30 This was interpreted as an ethical stance projecting 
 
25 Bowditch 2001, 224. 
26 Dang 2010, 104. 
27 Dang 2010, 103. 
28 Ep. 1.16.5-8 
29 Dang 2010, 117. 
30 Dang 2010, 119. 
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the rejection of material wealth and political ambition, instead focusing on the farm as an 
aesthetic experience. 
In addition to pastoralism in literature, Dionysiac imagery in art provided an escape for 
viewers into a natural and uncorrupted world. Dionysiac representations in art consisted of 
figures that conveyed joyous and carefree attitudes as well as themes of eroticism, such as satyrs, 
nymphs or even herdsmen, represented in an idealized environment to allow viewers to flee their 
feelings of worry and enter a simpler world, the same way in which literature from authors such 
as Horace allowed readers to escape their everyday lives and enter a utopia free of the stresses of 
the city.31 The “sacral-idyllic landscapes” of Hellenistic art allowed for the blend of myth and 
sacral overtones, creating an idealized world free of the stresses of everyday life. This presented 
the idea of a simple world, with the worship of rustic gods and freedom of corruption in the 
natural world. Populated with herdsmen, farmers, Dionysus, satyrs, and centaurs, pastoral 
elements were associated with an idealistic way of living.32 Dionysiac art was utopian in all 
aspects, located in an ideal place that overcame boundaries, both worldly and geographic. This 
was exemplified in literature, in which descriptions of the Isles of the Blessed or idealized 
landscape images such as Paris on Mount Ida (Fig. 1) depict themes of ideal shepherds in the 
solitude of the natural environment, free of the stresses of the city. The painting of Paris on 
Mount Ida displays, in aerial perspective, the mythological figure of Paris in the guise of a 
herdsman seated in a relaxed pose, free from worry. He is surrounded by cattle and the natural 
setting without any distraction that existed in the city, evoking a feeling of seclusion. There are 
minimal built structures and more of an emphasis on the greenery and array of mountains in the 
 
31 Witke 1966, 20. 
32 Hanfmann 1963, 87. 
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distance in addition to the animals that inhabit the foreground (Fig. 1). Rather than focusing on 
the heroic figure of a tragedy, the idealized images focus on a remote utopia.33  
Drinking cups from the Berthouville Treasure in Paris were examples of Dionysiac, 
pastoral imagery from the early Roman Empire. These cups were from the private sector and 
reflected the desire to escape from a world engulfed by materialistic and vain concerns. There 
were images of centaurs in an open-air shrine with sacred animals, reflecting how the return to 
nature and a life of simplicity was a central theme in Dionysiac ideology.34 However, these cups 
did not simply represent the naïve idyllic lifestyle associated with pastoralism. Rather, there were 
two centaurs that functioned as an allegory of joy and suffering. Thus, there were more serious 
elements of Dionysiac art that presented themselves to viewers in a more palatable manner. 
Utilizing allegory to contrast themes of joy and suffering allowed one to convey and explore 
various ideas, whether they be light-hearted or serious.35 The contrast between these opposite 
emotions was represented as an allegory by pairs of centaurs with cupids. This portrayal of the 
contrasting figures could be paralleled to the Capitoline centaurs by the sculptors Aristeas and 
Papias (figures 2 and 3), in which contrasting moods are depicted similar to the Berthouville 
skyphoi.36 The Capitoline centaurs (figures 2 and 3) depict an old and a young satyr, the older 
figure with a pained expression and the younger figure with a face of bliss. The two statues were 
allegories for the torment that sexual desire had on the old and the delight that Eros had on the 
young.37 The relief imagery on the Berthouville skyphoi converted Dionysiac representations 
into a moralizing allegory, such as the small cupid overcoming the centaurs by either having 
 
33 Hanfmann 1963, 88. 
34 Van De Grift 1984, 380. 
35 Van De Grift 1984, 387. 
36 Van De Grift 1984, 377. 
37 Van De Grift 1984, 382. 
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freeing or hindering effects on sexual desire.38 An example of this could be seen on one side of a 
cup from the Berthouville Treasure, known as Berthouville skyphos cat. 61, in which a female 
centaur is depicted with an upward glance indicating that she was troubled (Fig. 4). She is 
depicted with a wine flagon in her right hand as well as a fruit basket in her left hand into which 
a cupid reaches. There is also a cithara, which has the mask of a maenad or tragic heroine behind 
it (Fig. 4). The scene could represent sacred symbols of Dionysus, referencing the centaur, cupid, 
cithara, wine, and the Phallus.39  
Dionysiac art created imagery that both depicted and symbolized freedom from the 
stresses of everyday life. A way to escape these stresses was to be in a state of inebriation, where 
one was able to live free of inhibition. The statue of drunken Herakles reflects this desire for the 
weary hero to rest and escape their hardships. The statue depicts drunken Herakles about to fall 
on his back, in a state of clear inebriation (Fig. 5). This was obviously not appropriate as a votive 
yet held meaning because this image type was replicated at various locations.40 This figure could 
be significant because it demonstrated an escape from the daunting duties of a hero. That is, an 
escape through drunkenness, which is an aspect of Dionysiac art. His eyes are downcast to meet 
with those who took wine from the krater on which he stood in a reclining pose (Fig. 5). 
Herakles was celebrating, as indicated by his kantharos and garland.41 In the depictions of this 
statuary type, there seems to have been a sort of playful awareness and acceptance of what the 
celebratory experience brought, rather than a cautionary message. Dionysiac art, such as the 
drunken Herakles (Fig. 5) represents a coexistence between extreme joy and intoxication, 
removing one from their connection to the stresses of everyday life and reconciling them with 
 
38 Van De Grift 1984, 383. 
39 Van De Grift 1984, 379. 
40 Nicholls 1982, 322. 
41 Nicholls 1982, 324. 
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nature.42 Dionysus not only symbolized the union between two humans, but also the joining of 
man with nature. For example, a return to man’s natural and beast-like state could be achieved 
through intoxication. It was a state in which one could not understand completely, only 
symbolically, unless they experienced it.43 While intoxicated, one must also act as one’s own 
spectator, both experiencing and witnessing the altered state of mind and coexistence with 
nature.  
Dionysiac art in the Hellenistic period was filled with eroticism, in which a world of real 
life and infantile fantasies affected myth. Satyrs and maenads, for example, seemed to play at 
adult work in a joyous manner, acting as nature’s children.44 Nonetheless, Dionysiac art was not 
always simple in meaning, such as the meaning behind the figure of the mythological 
hermaphrodite. Hermaphroditus was the son of Hermes and Aphrodite. The nymph Salmacis fell 
in love with him, praying that she would be with Hermaphroditus forever. Subsequently, the 
gods merged him with Salmacis, resulting in the union of male and female characteristics in one 
body.45 The hermaphrodite allowed viewers who encountered it to feel both visually conflicted 
as a result of the dual nature that the mythological figure represented yet engaged and allowed 
them to contemplate the Dionysiac connotations associated with the image. Another example of 
the complexities of Dionysiac art was the theme of tragic love and the struggle associated with it, 
demonstrated by pathos in artworks like in the silver mirror interpreted as a representation of 
Phaidra or Dido (Fig. 6).46 There was a demonstration of the sensuous intoxication with love, 
sending those who experience this emotion into an altered state and escaping their current reality 
 
42 Crawford and Nietzche 1997, 81. 
43 Crawford and Nietzche 1997, 82. 
44 Hanfmann 1963, 84. 
45 Robinson 1999, 219. 
46 Hanfmann 1963, 84. 
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to enter a Dionysiac realm. Dionysus was the god of tragic contrast and dual nature, as he was 
the offspring of both the divine and mortal worlds, born first from a mortal woman and then 
birthed for a second time from the thigh of Zeus.47 The multifaceted nature of Dionysus includes 
tragic love. Meaning love, which is typically a joyous concept with positive connotations, can be 
tragic and subsequently distressing when dealing with Dionysus because his essence evokes 
duality.48 While Dionysus could be described as “the god of the most blessed ecstasy and the 
most enraptured love,” he also had the epithet of “[the] suffering and dying god”, which is 
applicable to tragic love.49 One can be intoxicated by love the same way one can be intoxicated 
by alcohol, removing clear and sensible thoughts and evoking the madness and ecstasy of 
Dionysus by ultimately escaping one’s reality.  
Laughter and smiling also provided an escape from one’s solemn reality, as they were 
expressions of a natural uninhibited and ideal state that was represented in Dionysiac beings and 
children, as demonstrated by figures 7, 8, and 9. Laughter was associated with liveliness and 
contrasted the typical seriousness of heroic myths, providing an alternative to one’s emotional 
experience. Smiling had similar associations and signified a lack of control in addition to a loss 
of inhibition.50 There are two representations of the Dionysiac world, a nymph and a satyr, in 
figure 7. The figures are grappling with each other, the naked nymph pushing her weight against 
her assailant with her right knee and her right arm pushing the satyr back while also grasping 
some of his hair in an attempt to escape his advances. The satyr’s legs are around the nymph and 
his arms are around her waist, restraining her. The satyr wears an expression of elation, despite 
the struggle in which he is engaged (Fig. 7). The composition of the sculpture closely resembles 
 
47 Walton 2008, 187-188. 
48 Henrichs 1984, 234. 
49 Macintosh 2012, 366. 
50 Hanfmann 1963, 85. 
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the Dresden type satyr-hermaphrodite group because there is a similarity between the taunting 
expression of the hermaphrodite figure in the Dresden type satyr-hermaphrodite group (Fig. 10) 
and the joyous expression of the satyr in figure 7.51 In both sculptures, there is a depiction of 
struggle between two Dionysiac figures, representing a serious situation, but the smiling 
expressions of the hermaphrodite and the satyr show a more light hearted side of the situation. 
The sculptural depictions of the satyr and nymph are attuned to Dionysiac hardwiring in that 
there is a reconciliation between the serious and the playful aspects of a situation.  
Figure 8 also depicts a playful subject matter, in which a nude boy leans against a pillar 
on which his left hand is pressed upon a duck. The child is smiling as he looks in the direction of 
the animal, conveying joy and a mind free of strain (Fig. 8). The sculpture featuring the boy and 
duck is playful in its content, as children most likely enjoyed engaging with animals in the 
ancient world as children do today. This carefree bliss conveyed by the child’s smile and the 
interaction with the duck provide an escape from more serious subject matter. Another example 
of a facial expression in art conveying liveliness and lack of inhibition was the sculpture of the 
drunken woman in Munich. The figure depicts an intoxicated older woman, her age indicated by 
the many wrinkles on her face and neck.52 Her head is thrown back laughing in an expression of 
euphoria, making implications about drunkenness as an escape from a lackluster reality (Fig. 9). 
Not only does this figure cause viewers to make inferences about escapism, the sculpture also 
makes specific references to the god Dionysus. The god is referenced through the imagery of the 
wine jar, as Dionysus is the deity of wine and ecstasy, and the ivy, referencing Dionysus as the 
 
51 Havelock 2007, 114. 
52 Finnegan 1992, 28. 
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god of the vine (Fig. 9).53 Although the woman’s realistic signs of age imply hardship in life, her 
expression is that of ecstasy and lack of inhibition. 
A significant aspect of Dionysiac art was the thiasos, in which eroticism and euphoria 
prevailed. Dionysiac thiasos is a group of worshippers of Dionysus, usually in the form of 
inebriated revelers and representations of the natural Dionysiac world, in a procession.54 This 
attendant group of followers that participated in the procession included recognizable Dionysiac 
figures, such as maenads, satyrs, cupids, etc. These seemingly carefree individuals were depicted 
engaging in Dionysiac activities, such as ecstatic dancing, playing Dionysiac instruments, 
drinking, or playing with cult objects.55 Instruments were used to produce the frenzied Dionysiac 
sounds, bringing those playing music and dancing out of their typical state of mind and into a 
euphoric condition. Typically, figures in the thiasos had sexual connotations, as phallic imagery 
was prevalent. For example, depictions of satyrs can be found in many pieces of art depicting the 
thiasos, such as in the depiction of a thiasos on a sarcophagus in which nude satyrs are playing 
instruments (Fig. 11). Although this sculpture does not date to the Hellenistic period, the thiasos 
depicted and the themes present were derived from Hellenistic art.56 On the sarcophagus, a 
drunken Dionysus is pulled by a pair of centaurs in a chariot. In front of the chariot containing 
the god is the procession itself, with a cupid, satyrs, maenads, and centaurs dancing and making 
music, clearly in an excited state while in the presence of Dionysus (Fig. 11).57 The figures in the 
procession were all intoxicated in some way, whether it be from wine or because revelers were 
enraptured by the euphoric essence of the god Dionysus himself. Nursing mothers were also 
 
53 Kraemer 1979, 57. 
54 Gregory and Posnock 1997, 122. 
55 Ewald and Zanker 2012, 133. 
56 Ewald and Zanker 2012, 132. 
57 Ewald and Zanker 2012, 132. 
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figures typical of the Dionysiac thiasos, as imagery of women with children depicted kindhearted 
nymphs, representations of the natural Dionysiac world that focused on a pastoral existence.58  
Most often, Eros and Aphrodite were the son and mother depicted (Fig. 12). Typical of 
Dionysiac art, eroticism pervaded some images of mother and child, such as in the baby cupid 
sitting in Psyche's lap (Fig. 13).59 This suggested that motherhood was not idealized, but implied 
that these figures were inherently Dionysiac and a part of a world full of intoxication and 
eroticism.  
This statue of the Barberini Faun (Fig. 14) was presented in a way in which the viewer 
had suddenly encountered the satyr in an unexpected, sexually vulnerable moment because the 
figure’s genitals are overt but his eyes are closed.60 This depiction of the satyr was different from 
earlier types because it was more human-like, lacking shaggy hair and horse’s legs (Fig. 14). 
This figure represented Dionysus and indulgence (in pleasures of life like wine and sex), as 
indicated by the grapes and ivy tucked into the band around the figure’s head.61 In addition to 
representing an uninhibited and carefree state, the satyr also acted as a warning to viewers that 
overindulgence could lead to the disregard of human dignity. The figure did coincide with 
pastoral idealism, as it was associated with the Dionysiac world, but it went further than 
representing a utopian world. Through its pose of the symposiast, there was the implication that 
the satyr was a part of human nature and thus the anticipation that it’s animalistic nature would 
be brought out through the human social ritual of the symposium.62 The image of the satyr 
 
58 Hanfmann 1963, 85. 
59 Hanfmann 1963, 86. 
60 Herring 2016, 32. 
61 Sorabella 2007, 223. 
62 Sorabella 2007, 227. 
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allowed viewers to contemplate the contrast between pastoral idealism and the harsh realities of 
overindulgence.  
The Barberini Faun (Fig. 14) differed from the typical satyrs of vase painting and 
Athenian theater because it looked quite human, the only indication of its identity as a faun being 
the small tail.63 In addition, it was a single sculpture, not in a group, presented in a heroic way as 
a result of the oversized proportions. This presentation connects the figure with a dignified quasi-
divine being, a satyr with primordial wisdom rather than the typical obscenity.64 The satyr was 
asleep rather than in a state of drunkenness and arousal, possibly suggesting that this figure was 
vulnerable to attack, indicated by the arm bent above the head.65 This atypical depiction of a 
satyr could also be read as the satyr in the King Midas myth in which the king trapped the satyr 
by mixing wine with water in the spring so that the satyr would drink it and fall into a drunken 
slumber.66 The satyr was in a symposium pose, with its legs open and tail visible to show the 
nature of the creature. Like the Hermaphrodite sculpture (Fig.15), the composition could be 
viewed from many angles and allowed the viewer to discover aspects of the statue on their own, 
arousing curiosity in viewers. The patron of the sculpture appeared to have captured a fantastic 
creature, relating to a world of myth and demonstrated one’s sophistication through knowledge 
of the themes of this story.67 Crossing boundaries from the world of reality to the world of myth, 
a Dionysiac concept and immersing oneself in the story of Midas was clearly present.  
The figure of the hermaphrodite was usually displayed alone, but when portrayed with 
another statue, it was normally a Dionysiac one (satyr, Pan, Silenus, etc.).68 The Dresden type 
 
63 Sorabella 2007, 231. 
64 Sorabella 2007, 232. 
65 Herring 2016, 32. 
66 Sorabella 2007, 223. 
67 Sorabella 2007, 220. 
68 Retzleff 2007, 459. 
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satyr-hermaphrodite group had over thirty Roman copies, indicating that this grouping held some 
sort of meaning/importance to viewers (Fig. 10).69 This sculpture group received its name from 
the figure’s location in Dresden and consisted of a young hermaphrodite pushing an older satyr 
backwards, wrapping her ankle around him in a way which may prevent her from escaping the 
situation (Fig. 10). This struggle between the two figures was engaging because although the 
satyr could overpower the hermaphrodite and both are placed in a volatile situation, the 
hermaphrodite figure seems to ridicule the satyr with a smile rather than showing fear.70 This 
expression that the figure of the hermaphrodite wears is attuned to Dionysiac hardwiring in that 
there is a reconciliation between the serious and the playful aspects of a situation. There was a 
complex interaction between the hermaphrodite and satyr of the Dresden type figures. This pose 
could contrast two different emotions, whether that be the certainty and anguish of love or the 
differing forces of nature.71 These sculpture groups were displayed in gardens of homes or at 
theaters, places where people could view and contemplate them.72 In terms of theater display, the 
sculpture grouping could represent Dionysiac elements and sexual tryst. These Dionysiac 
elements offered an escape from the harsh realities and strife associated with civic life.  
The Dresden type satyr-hermaphrodite group (Fig. 10) was fit for display at the theater 
because both figures depicted were hybrid creatures and companions of Dionysus. Satyrs 
represented the opposite of societal standards and reflected the lack of morality depicted by 
actors on stage.73 Tragedy and comedy allowed audiences to think about societal standards and 
question them. As such, the theater was a place where people could also view sexually explicit 
 
69 Retzleff 2007, 459. 
70 Barrow and Silk 2018, 83-83. 
71 Retzleff 2007, 463. 
72 Retzleff 2007, 463. 
73 Retzleff 2007, 466. 
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occurrences. There were accounts as early as the Republican period, such as those by Valerius 
Maximus, of women stripping on the stage (writing ca. 32 C.E., referring to the mid second 
century B.C.E.).74 This demonstrated how Roman actors were thus infamis and legally subjected 
to all forms of abuse.75 In fact, the theater was a place where the body was objectified, acting as 
an inversion of society’s standards and morals. The Dresden type satyr-hermaphrodite group 
(Fig. 10) mirrored this tension between actors and Roman citizens in the theater, as the satyr in 
the position of power represented the male audience member who controlled the hermaphrodite, 
representing an actor.76 The theater was also a place where men and women went to flirt, as Ovid 
even commented on spying on women sitting in the theater and gave advice on how to gain their 
favor.77 Ovid considered the theater an ideal place for meeting women, as it offered a challenge 
to a woman’s guardian and allowed one to create relationships.78 The Dresden type satyr-
hermaphrodite group (Fig. 10) could also relate to this idea of romantic trysts because of the 
sexual nature of the sculpture, which reflected the social dynamics of audience members and the 
opportunity to form romantic relationships.  
The figure of Hermaphroditus invited viewers into a Dionysiac world of mystery. The 
front of this figure displayed both a breast and male genitalia (Fig. 15). This was an example of a 
deliberate provocation, but also a learning tool. The pose leveraged the famous Classical 
archetype of sleeping Ariadne and allowed viewers to make this connection through visual 
cues.79 Ariadne was left behind on an island while she was asleep by the hero Theseus and was 
later rescued by Dionysus, which can be interpreted as finding one’s way. Meaning, Ariadne 
 
74 Val. Max. 2.10.8. 
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abandoned the world of humans for that of the god Dionysus. Viewing the sleeping 
hermaphrodite allowed viewers to contemplate ideas of integration and belonging, similar to 
mystery cults through which people sought for their own identity by participating in this 
community. The sculpture (Fig. 15) contrasted anatomy of both the male and female form as 
well as welcomed spectators to interpret the sculpture on their own, moving around the image as 
they pleased with lines suggested by the sculpture.80 Through looking at this figure from 
different angles, different aspects of the sculpture were revealed to the viewer, such as both 
breast and male genitalia present on the front. In addition to this unexpected anatomy on the 
sculpture, the image allowed viewers to form various responses. The Hermaphrodite (Fig. 15) 
had heavy eyelids and a slightly open small mouth as well as a vertical profile joining the brow 
and nose, giving the sculpture an inviting sexual gaze.81 These facial features combined 
eroticized the image, which was a Dionysiac tendency, presenting both the image of a young 
woman and adolescent boy simultaneously.82  
Dionysiac art provoked the viewer, such as the sleeping Hermaphroditus statue (Fig. 15), 
confronting the viewer with boundary challenging issues—the world of ordinary versus the 
Dionysiac world. Not only did the Hermaphroditus statue represent an idealistic, pastoral world, 
but also a desire for domestic harmony. The Salmakis inscription, a Greek inscription of a sixty-
line Hellenistic poem in Turkey, describes Aphrodite’s account of the water nymph Salmakis, 
the goddess’s son Hermaphroditus, and famous authors born in Halikarnassos.83 One can 
interpret the Hermaphroditus myth from the Salmakis inscription as a reflection of the late 
 
80 Trimble 2018, 16. 
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Republican social and political changes through the pastoral locus amoenus.84 Statues of 
hermaphrodites were thought of as representing a divine order that established social order. As a 
result, these statues in the Roman domus reflected marital fidelity because the hermaphrodite 
myth involved the joining of a man and a woman as one and the figure itself had both male and 
female body attributes.85 The meaning behind the hermaphrodite and the placement of these 
statues in the domus paralleled the marriage between a man and a woman inhabiting the 
domestic space.86  
People related themselves to Dionysiac myths and pastoral landscapes to escape the 
chaos of the city. These pastoral landscapes were viewed as utopias in which people could have a 
carefree lifestyle and the concept of escapism was reflected in art and literature. In works such as 
Virgil’s Eclogues, the idea of the pastoral was utilized as a means to transfer and analyze ideas 
about escapism and address dour aspects of life in a meaningful and palatable way.87 Contrasts 
between Pastoral utopias and serious situations was a way to ease emotions, utilized by Virgil 
when he wrote of the death of Daphnis set in the scene of a pastoral utopia. Nature itself, such as 
the streams and mountains, responds solemnly in response to his death.88 Those such as Ovid 
noted that though the city was necessary, it resulted in corruption. Conversely, the pastoral 
represented the best parts of man in which creativity flourished.89  As such, Horace wrote of the 
Sabine farm as an idealistic place as a means to escape the corrupt city and express his poetic 
creativity, biographical in his patronal benefaction of the space of locus amoenus for artistic 
freedom in exchange for poems.90 In addition to literature, art provided an escape for viewers, 
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through which Dionysiac representations reflected ecstasy and intoxication. A simpler world was 
presented in which corruption did not exist and myth seemed to blend, as demonstrated by 
depictions of herdsmen, Dionysus, satyrs, and centaurs.91 Dionysiac imagery contained meaning 
beyond escapism, also representing allegory, such as the contrasting themes of joy and suffering 
depicted by pieces such as the Capitoline centaurs (figures 2 and 3).92  Not only were pastoral 
landscapes represented, intoxication was also characteristic of Dionysiac art, as it meant living 
free of inhibition. Such motifs can be seen in representations of the thiasos, where seemingly 
carefree individuals were depicted engaging in Dionysiac activities, such as ecstatic dancing, 
playing Dionysiac instruments, drinking, or playing with cult objects.93 Dionysus was the god of 
tragic contrast and dual nature, thus his essence evoked duality.94 Dual nature could be seen in 
representations such as the Hermaphroditus statue (Fig. 15), in which contrasting anatomy of 
male and female form allowed viewers to interpret and form numerous responses. Artists in the 
Mediterranean purposely chose Dionysiac and pastoral aspects to provoke the viewer and present 
them with the idea of challenging boundaries. These Mediterranean people were confronted with 
both the aspects of their own world with the pastoral world, allowing them to escape a part of 
their life to find their way to a Dionysiac utopia. Pastoral scenes and narratives aimed to project 
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Figure 1: Naples, Museo Nazionale. Wall Painting, Paris on Mount Ida 
 
 




Figure 3: “Young Centaur” from Tivoli, Rome, Museo Capitolino inv. 656.  
 
 
















Figure 7: Rome, Museo Comunale (Antiquarium) Satyr and Nymph 
 
 






Figure 9: The Drunken Woman in Munich [Waldhauer] 
 
 
Figure 10: Satyr-hermaphrodite group (“front view”), Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden, inv. 










Figure 11: Rome, Palazzo dei Conservatori. Dionysiac thiasos sarcophagus from around 160-70 
 
 












Figure 13: Cast of Gems, Eros in Psyche’s Lap 
 
 
Figure 14: Barberini Faun, marble, as restored before 1800 and displayed until the mid-twentieth 
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